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INTRODUCTION

It is within the hidden Kingdom of Mustang, Tibetan Buddhist

by local residents. The restoration of the spiritual heart of Mustang

tradition is continuing in its historical and geographical authenticity. It

must be carried out by the people of Mustang. By 1996, restoration was

is a region now emerging into the 21st century as a beacon of preserva-

underway, carrying with it the historical past even as it protected and

tion of art, architecture, community and culture.

preserved the future for this long-neglected Kingdom and its people.

Nestled in the far reaches of Nepal, Mustang gained its indepen-

Back in the 15th century, Kings of Mustang summoned the most

dence from Tibet in the 14th century. By the 18th century, wars and

prominent artists of the day to create the original sacred art of the

poverty had brought it under the protection of Nepal, where it remained

Thupchen Monastery. The result was the iconic “Tibetan-style” of sacred

isolated in ways that both preserved its identity and jeopardized its

art, a remarkable integration of various traditions—the Katmandu

future. After centuries of exposure to the elements, Mustang’s sacred

Newari figurative and colorful elements along with strong Nepali,

Buddhist art and architecture began to decay, and so did its culture.

Tibetan and Chinese influences.

In Lo Möntang, the capital of Mustang, the Thupchen Monastery and

The first step of the current restoration project was to bring in a

center of learning had been unoccupied for more than 100 years. Its

team of international experts to stabilize and restore the structures.

sacred murals were fading and deteriorating. The Jampa Lhakhang

The King’s mandate regarding local participation meant that at least

Temple, home to the greatest surviving collection of 15th century

one person from each Lo Möntang household was selected to partici-

Buddhist mandalas, was crumbling. Tibetan Buddhism’s last hope for

pate in the process.

the preservation of its authentic, ancient culture in a location of origin
was facing collapse.
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The process of the mural restoration, carried out by an Italian team,
started by training unskilled and often illiterate residents of LoManthung

Then, in the early 1990s, Nepal opened the border of Mustang to the

to work on the project—including women and monks. Training women

rest of the world. Shortly after, the American Himalayan Foundation

in this work was a break in tradition. It was also a commitment to main-

visited the King of Mustang and asked what could be done to help. The

taining the restored murals and future preservation work by a team of

King’s response was unequivocal: “For Mustang to come alive again the

trained Lobas (the indigenous people). Over recent years, the additional

monasteries need to be restored, for without cultural identity, there is

guidance of H. H. Sakya Trizin, the spiritual leader of Mustang, has been

nothing.”

a vital support to both authenticity and preservation.

Soon, plans were underway to restore significant sacred Buddhist

Currently, this restoration project in Mustang is the only one in the

sites, art and artifacts—the heart of Mustang’s culture. There was just

world executed by local, indigenous people under the tutelage of west-

one simple caveat and the King was adamant: the work had to be done

ern experts. Mustang is a groundbreaking example of local leaders
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taking charge of their art, artifacts, spirituality, living culture and past

the European/Western approach. “Images must be finished. Cracks are

history and preserving it into the future.

like scars, defiling the gods. The images must be restored, completely

The first director of the project was Rodolfo Lujan Lunsford. In 2004,

according to Tibetan Buddhism, for the people to worship them,” says

lead conservator, Luigi Fieni, took over as director. Over the past 20

Fieni. It is an ongoing process. Under his guidance, the local farmers and

years, Fieni, has carefully documented the restoration process with

herders, men and women are learning the art of restoring the priceless

photography and field notes, providing a compelling and insightful

symbols of ancient Tibet.

foundation for both an exhibition and a book project. Kenneth Parker,

The culture of Mustang is re-awakening and it is a profound lesson

a fine-art photographer from California, visited Mustang three times

for us all. While struggling in the face of environmental changes,

with special equipment to record the extraordinary beauty of the re-

poverty and increasing external influences, Mustang offers a bright and

gion and the art as it was restored. The skills and experience of these

shining light of possibility and purpose. Through the completion of

two dedicated visionaries bring life, authenticity and inspiration to both

its restoration it paves the way for greater and greater realization of

exhibition and book.

the essential importance of preserving our past—and protecting our

Although it gained independence from Tibet in the 14th century,

future—throughout time. It is a process giving the very people who are

Mustang maintained its medieval, Tibetan cultural way of life: language,

most impacted an ongoing integral relationship with their own cultural

customs, prayers, garments, architecture and more. The restoration of

heritage.

the monasteries, statues and chortens of Mustang takes on even greater significance. This preservation goes beyond the boundaries of
Mustang. It is preserving a deep spiritual and cultural connection to the
history of Tibet.
Phase one of the process—consolidating, cleaning and retouching
the existing surfaces—was done according to Western ethics of restoration. Then great debate ensued regarding the actual re-painting of
the sacred murals and a request was made by the King, in consultation
with an emissary from H. H. Sakya Trizin, and local leaders, to fill-in the
missing portions of the murals in the Thupchen Monastery. This process
of restoration is unique to the culture it represents and differs from
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MUSTANG LANDSCAPE

Lit Ridges, Route to Chö Dzong

The Red Cliffs of Dhakmar

The legend has it that Guru
Rinpoche slew a demon in a fight
near the village of Ghami. All the
blood spilled with the killing stained
forever the cliffs of the nearby village
of Dhakmar.
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Cave Complex Near Yara

It is estimated that more than 10,000 caves spread all over Mustang.
There are different theories on why they were built and for what purpose,
from real settlements to defense systems to retreat caves or even jails.
Some caves date back to centuries BC.
20

Perspectives on the Way to Tange

Tange is a small village on the other side of the Kaligandaki, on a trail
rarely used by trekkers and locals. Mountains and plateau can trick the
eyes with surreal effects
21

Trail to Brikuti Kunda

Above Damodar Kunda

On the south-eastern side of Mustang lies a very sacred lake, the terminus of
a strenuous pilgrimage for both Buddhists and Hindus. A small trail above the
lake leads to the main glacier, passing through valleys of otherworldly feelings.

The landscape around Damodar Kunda, a pilgrimage site, is made out of
unreal colors and textures as if the mountains were carved and painted by
the most talented artist.
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VILLAGES & TEMPLES

Hills and Buckwheat Fields, Tsarang

Traditional Houses in Samdzong

An elderly lady getting out of her house in Samdzong,
a remote village north of Mustang very close to the border
with Tibet Autonomous Region.
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Barley Sheaves and Window, Ghemi
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Rounded House, Lo Möntang
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Rooftops, Chorten and Tsarang Gonpa, Tsarang
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Walls, Flowers, Mountains and Jampa Lhakhang, Lo Möntang
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Chortens, House, Mountains and Tangye Khola
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Chortens over Kali Gandaki River Gorge, Tangbe
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Woman Carrying Sheaves through Portal, Lo Möntang
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Tsarang Gonpa and Entranceway, Tsarang
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VILLAGE LIFE

Yartung Horse Race

Tashi riding his horse during the Yartung festival. He joined the project
in 1998 for the first survey and he left in 2014 to open his own thangka
gallery in Lo Möntang.
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Karsang Choeten in traditional dress while offering
local Chang for Yartung festival
Yartung with the Royals

On the first day of Yartung festival the King leads the way followed by all
the aristocracy and the head of the family of each house of Lo Möntang.
On the second day the women will be allowed to parade alongside their
consorts. The last day will be reserved for the monks to parade and enjoy
the last day of the festival.
38

Karsang Choeten while offering Chang—traditional beer—during
Yartung. She was one of the first women to join the conservation project
back in 2001. She left the project in 2012 after she got married and she
became mother. Traditionally, the most beautiful women of Lo Möntang
are granted the honor to sing a ceremonial song every day of the festival.
This group of women will offer Chang, rice, buckwheat and incense to
all the participants.
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Harvest Woman and Men, Ghemi
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Woman Winnowing Barley ‘Mist’, Ghemi
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Traditional Aprons and Carpets

Almost every house in Mustang has a traditional loom used by the
women of the house to make aprons and carpets for the family. Yak
or goat wool is usually dyed with natural colors and woven whenever
there is time.
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Party Time in Jampa Lhakhang

Once in a while small parties are organized by the wall painting
conservation team within the walls of Jampa Lhakhang. Those moments
are a precious way for the team to share some leisure time together and
to bond cheerfully.
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Momos for the Monks
Traditional dances to celebrate a marriage

Tsering, the carpenter of the project, is watching a traditional dance
performed during a marriage party. These parties usually last several
days and all guests eat, drink and dance the whole time.
46

To celebrate the end of the mandala ceremony in Thupchen, the monks
decide to organize a party and treat themselves with traditional meat
dumplings. For such an occasion the wall painting conservation team
comes happily to help the cooks of Chhoede Gonpa in preparing
thousands of “momos” for the whole monastic community
47

Prayers against evil spirits

Puja performed in a private chapel

It is a common practice in Mustang to invite the monks to pray in private
houses for blessing the family and for sending away the evil spirits. The
monks will usually stay several days in exchange of a donation to the
monastery. The family will take care of feeding the monks for the whole
time of the puja.

Most of the houses in Mustang have a private chapel that the family uses
for worshipping. At times the family summons one or more monks to
perform a “puja” in their house. The prayers will be used to send away
evil spirits, to help healing very sick people or simply to bring luck to
the family.
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THE RESTORATION: PHASE II
CONVENTIONAL CONSERVATION WORK 1998–2010

Scaffolds in the middle floor of Jampa

Part of the wall painting conservation team while cleaning the murals off
a coat of varnish. The trainees had to be set on the scaffolds according to
their cast. A low cast trainee could not be placed on top of a high cast
trainee to avoid any fight. This problem eventually faded away over time,
taking more than ten years.
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Consolidation work in the middle floor of Jampa

Retouching stuccowork on the groundfloor of Jampa

Some of the trainees while injecting clay-based mortars to fix the
detached layers behind the wall paintings in the middle floor of
Jampa Lhakhang.

Wangyel, also known as “big boss”, was and still is the oldest trainee
of the wall painting conservation team. When he joined the survey in
1998 he was 42. He has worked in the project ever since.
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Tashi while retouching a mandala in the middle floor
Trainees retouching the north wall in the middle floor

of Jampa

of Jampa

Tashi while reconstructing the scroll decorations inside a mandala in
Jampa Lhakhang. He has worked in the project since the beginning
and he left the project in 2014 to open his own thangka gallery in
Lo Möntang.

Karsang Choeden, Tsering Wangmo and Dolma while touching up lacunae
and abrasions in Jampa Lhakhang. The first step in the retouching process
was to tone down all the white from plastered cracks and holes.
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Trainees retouching the west wall of the top floor in
Jampa

Some of the trainees while balancing the red and the blue background.
The upper story of Jampa Lhakhang was a room forbidden to everybody
but the high lamas who could understand the intricate meanings of the
wall paintings. The room was opened to the team and to tourists during
the period of restoration. In 2014 it was converted into a Gonkhang and
the access now is limited to monks and men only.
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Five Mandalas (detail),

Akshobya Mandala (detail),

Jampa Lhakhang, Lo Möntang

Jampa Lhakhang, Lo Möntang
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Caryatid Raising Throne (detail),

Snow Lion Raising Throne with Swans (detail),

Thupchen Gonpa, Lo Möntang

Tsarang Gonpa, Tsarang
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Green Bodhisattva (detail),

Gompo (Mahakala), Protector of Buddha’s Teachings

Thupchen Gonpa, Lo Möntang

(detail), Jampa Lhakhang, Lo Möntang
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Tsepame Mandala (detail),

Golden Buddha Amitabha (detail),

Jampa Lhakhang, Lo Möntang

Thupchen Gonpa, Lo Möntang
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Attendant of a Bodhisattva (detail),

Hands of a Blue Bodhisattva in Teaching Mudra (detail),

Thupchen Gonpa, Lo Möntang

Thupchen Gonpa, Lo Möntang
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Two Walls, Ceiling and Support
Pillars, Jampa Lhakhang, Lo Möntang
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A Buddha on Thupchen’s south wall before the
restoration intervention

A Buddha on Thupchen’s south wall after the restoration

South wall, Bay III before: A cleaning sample performed on a Garuda
and a Naga painted on top of a Buddha in the third bay of the south wall.
The cleaning sample was carried out in 2000 while the architectural
conservation was still on going.

and in an advanced stage of reconstruction
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South wall, Bay III after: The reconstruction process as per the end of
work season 2017. Most of the reconstruction work is completed except
for the lower register.
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THE RESTORATION: PHASE II
RECONSTRUCTION OF LOST MURAL SECTIONS 2011 – PRESENT

Thupchen’s east wall during the reconstruction work

The team is made mostly of farmers who have developed a split life in
Lo Möntang. By their own choice, they go farming early morning and
then they all meet at the monastery at 9 am to start working as painters.
They get one hour lunch break and then they work until 6 pm. This
routine goes for 6 days a week. On Saturday, their resting day, they
usually work in the fields.
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Thupchen’s south-east corner before the reconstruction work

The reconstruction of the missing wall paintings in Thupchen started in 2011.
Even though there had been attempts of reconstructions during the restoration
projects of Thupchen and Jampa, they were not of such a large scale.
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Dawa and Pasang checking the position of the new

Trainees while grinding Lapis Lazuli

drawing

To save money on very expensive pigments, so called semi-precious
stones like Lapis Lazuli, Malachite, Azurite and Cinnabar are being
purchased as stones and grinded locally by the team members. The
grinding is divided in 3 different stages. The first stage, as described in
the photo, is to crush the stones in fragments as small as possible. In
the second stage the grinding will go on through the use of a mortar.
In the last stage a liquid will be added to the mortar to complete the
pulverization of the stones.

Step 1 of 4: The sketch is carried out on tracing paper in life size. The
outlines of the drawing are then pierced to use the tracing paper as
stencil. In this way, proportions and decorations can be studied and
carried out properly on a table.
Dawa while applying real gold paint on a new Buddha’s
face

Step 4 of 4: The drawing is filled with a base color. Then it will be lined
with ink, shaded and gold decorations will be applied as needed. In this
case Dawa is applying a layer of real gold on an orangish base color.
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Lama Pasang while lining new paintings in the south-west
corner in Thupchen
Trainees while working on Thupchen’s south wall

Tashi Wangyel double checks some reconstructions carried out in 2001
near the Buddha’s head. While working on the new paintings, the
reconstructions and the retouching made at the beginning of the project
is being checked as well and improved when needed.
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Lama Pasang while lining new paintings on the upper register of the
western side of the south wall. He joined the project in 2011. He
renounced his vows in 2013 when he fell in love and got married
against the will of his family. He left the project in 2018 and he moved
to Europe.
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Tendar while applying gold decorations on new wall
paintings in Thupchen
Tsering Dolma while shading new wall paintings on
Thupchen’s south wall

Tsering Dolma while shading the large lotus leaves of the Buddha’s
throne. She joined the project in 2001 as one of the first group of
women permitted to work on sacred art. She is still involved in the
reconstruction work.
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Tendar while lining decorations with gold powder mixed with a
water-based binder. He is a Tibetan living in one of the several refugee
camps in Pokhara. His father was one of the Khampas who moved to
Mustang during the China-Tibet diaspora and he got married with a
local woman. Tendar found his love in Lo Möntang as well and in 2016
he got married with Dokha, one of the women working in the project.
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Trainees while finalizing the reconstruction work on

Tsi-Tsi while shading new paintings in Thupchen

Thupchen’s east wall

Many decorations are copied from the upper parts of the monastery but
some others are copied from different Sakya temples and monasteries of
approximately the same period to keep the style as consistent as possible.
Tsi-Tsi here is shading decorations on a table cloth copied from Gyantse
Kumbum. She joined the team in 2007 and she is still involved in the
project.

Tashi, Tsering Wangmo and Ngawang while completing a new section
of the east wall. When the new paintings are finished, the most skilled
trainees will “age” the new paintings with watercolors where needed.
This operation is not only meant to darken the new colors but it is also
meant to match the brightness and the hue of the original colors.
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Dargyel while retouching original wall paintings
on Thupchen’s south wall

The more the wall paintings are close to completion the more often
religious ceremonies are being performed in the monastery. The monks
are eager to use Thupchen for their daily pujas and the villagers are
prouder and prouder of their monastery slowly coming back to life.
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previous spread:
Blue Bodhisattva on the East Wall,
Thupchen Gonpa, Lo Möntang

A general view of the Blue Bodhisattva on the east
wall at an advanced stage of reconstruction.
Maitreya Bodhisattva on South Wall,

The south wall of Thupchen in an advanced stage

Thupchen Gonpa, Lo Möntang

of reconstruction

A general view of the Maitreya Bodhisattva on the
south wall at an advanced stage of reconstruction.

Composite image of Thupchen’s south wall showing the
restoration and the reconstruction work as of 2017.
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CELEBRATION:
MONKS & MANDALAS

90

Lama Ngawang Kunga while praying during
the making of a sand mandala in Thupchen

One of the elder Lamas is always appointed as master of ceremony
and will lead the whole ritual.
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Sand Mandala Prayer Tools, Thupchen Temple

A high Lama while performing introduction prayers

Once the mandala is finished the monks usually pray and chant for
a week before the sand is thrown in a nearby river. The locals believe
that the sand mandala will adsorb the monks prayers and its blessing
will flow through the valley once the mandala will be destroyed.

before starting a sand mandala
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Once the outlines of the layout is sketched, one of the elder Lamas
will start the sand mandala by making the main corner using sand
with the five colors of the five elements of the cosmos.
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following spread:
Monks praying around a sand mandala in Thupchen
Detail of a young monk while thoroughly creating
decorative elements on a sand mandala

Sand Mandala, Chakpur and Monk Hands,
Thupchen Gonpa, Lo Möntang
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By scraping copper-based cones filled with colored sand the monks are
able to perform intricate designs and drawings. The cone has checkering
all along the vertical side and a small metal bar is able to produce
vibrations strong enough to let the colored sand pour out from the
edge of the cone.

A sand mandala is a three-dimensional masterpiece of prayers. The
beauty of the patterns and decorations of the colored sand is being
used only to host the main characters of the mandala: the main
deity at the center is surrounded by a varying number of gods and
goddesses, whose number changes according to the kind of mandala.
All deities are represented in the form of a head in the handle of
a ceremonial dagger known in Tibetan as “Phurba”.
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Young monks reciting prayers during the making of a
sand mandala in Thupchen

Once the sand mandala is completed it will stay one week in Thupchen
while absorbing all the prayers of the monks. Prayers do not come only
by reading the sacred scriptures but from the music played by the monks
as well.
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The destruction of a sand mandala in Thupchen

Once the deities are removed from the sand mandala by one of the
elder Lamas, the monks will take care to destroy it using ceremonial
scarfs known as “Kata”. The sand will be thoroughly collected into
a copper jar before its content will be dispersed in the waters of the
nearest creek/river.
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CELEBRATION:
TEJI FESTIVAL

Four Lamas Blowing Horns,
Teji Festival, Lo Möntang
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Dancing Lamas ‘Flying’, Teji Festival, Lo Möntang
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A Teji Dancer Performing During the First day
of the Ceremony

Death Dancers, Teji Festival, Lo Möntang
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The key dancers and all the monks chosen to perform at Teji festival
practice all dance steps long before the main ceremony will take place.
These traditional and intricate dance steps have been passed down
over the years from one teacher to another. Tradition has it that some
of the older teachers had the honor to study the art of Teji dance at
Sakya Lhakhang Chenmo in Tibet Autonomous Region, the seat of
the Sakyapa school of Tibetan Buddhism.
107

Dressing Room for Teji

Every year the monks use a special room in the royal palace of
Lo Möntang to dress themselves during the religious festival
of Teji. They rehearse, they pray and they rehearse the steps of
the dances before going out to the public to stage the dances.
108

Demon Dancer and Butter Lamps, Teji Festival,
Lo Möntang

109

Driving the Evil Away

Animal Mask Dances

Teji is a mispelling of the Tibetan word “tenchi”, which itself is the short
form for “Tenpa Chirim”. Its meaning can be translated as “the hope that
the Buddha’s Dharma will prevail in all places and among all people of
the world.”

On the second day of Teji, a total of 20–24 different animals are depicted
in dances and include animals such as tigers, deer, yaks, crows, vultures,
and horses. The animals represent the different entourages of Phurba
(Vajrakilaya).
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Teji Masked Dancers in a Fight between Good and Evil

The masked dances on the second day of Teji are more active, and
are performed in a more aggressive style. Weapons and animal forms
are seen in the dance sequences on this day, representing the various
means used to drive away evil.
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A Masked Dancer During the Second Day of Teji Festival

A wide variety of masks are used during the dances: some represent
Gods, while others represent animals. Their shape is molded from
adobe and it is left to dry. Many layers of cloth are soaked in glue
and then applied all over it, and they are left to dry. This hardened
shell is then removed from the adobe mold, its shape perfectioned
and then painted according to the prerequisites of the design.
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quas volore, aborum rescit adicium dolupta estrum reptam videsse alic te ipsanih iliciis dolorem fugia nos dolent
ea quatem estiate caboribus eum, ut as dolupta plaut rerae
velita cupitas alitate quaes ut harchicae cum qui nes sitio
enda dolorum se nos dolorehendae cumquasped et ut.
Ugia velent qui coreper iberovit ut volores truptur fuga. Et
lit quosae volorerspero ius, sa volupta tquatur aliquide lit
volore net pariorro minciis voluptusam, optat.
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MUSTANG
Preserving the Past, Protecting the Future

High atop the Tibetan Plateau lies the remote mythic kingdom
of Mustang, sacred ancient birthplace of Tibetan Buddhism. Culturally
geographically, and historically Tibetan, but within the borders of
Nepal, it presents a time capsule of Tibetan heritage and a place where
the rich tradition of Tibetan Buddhism has been carried on to this day.
The double edge of its protective geography was isolation.
When the long-forbidden kingdom was opened in 1992 and the first
Westerners were permitted to enter, they found the richness of the
cultural artifacts ravaged by time and harsh elements. The native
Lobas of Mustang were no longer worshiping at the foot of the
resplendant wall paintings that had been darkly stained through
centuries of deterioration.
Even today the lifestyles of most of the 6,000 Lobas remain unchanged from the kingdom’s heyday in the 1400s as an important
destination along the rich ancient Salt Route from China to India. The
world’s deepest gorge leads strenuously up to this wild and starkly
beautiful hidden kingdom at the edge of the Tibetan Plateau.
Sumptuously muraled sacred temples dominate the capital city
of Lo Möntang, still surrounded by its massive fortress walls, it is

considered by scholars to be the best-preserved medieval city in
the world. The monumental 14th century temples lying at its heart
have been the site of two decades of painstaking restorations of what
are recognized as the most magnificent Tantric wall paintings ever
uncovered in the Tibetan world.
The amount of restoration work inspired another inspiring
purpose: training the local Tibetans to restore their own treasures.
Over the past twenty years, expert restorer Luigi Fieni worked in
conjunction with the American Himalayan Foundation to mentor
native trainees in modern western techniques, explaining complex
chemistry to traditional farmers. As they were instructed in the art
and science of conservation, the sacred temples of Mustang were
slowly and steadily reborn.
An enlightened preservation ethic unique to Mustang, including
full completion of some damaged and lost mural sections, has allowed
for truly distinctive Tibetan Buddhism traditions to continue untrammeled. Painstaking restoration of their places of worship has contributed to the revitalization of their culture and heritage, hopefully for
many years to come.
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